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 Jumbo Wooden Stacking Train Toy
by MELISSA & DOUG

ISBN: 000772305440
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $54.00

This beautiful over-sized wooden pull train is a perfect gift for any toddler or pre-schooler. Fourteen stacking blocks fit on three train cars and the assembled
train makes a lovely decorative piece in your nursery or playroom! 2+ years.

 Erwin The Little Patient Plush
by SIGIKID

ISBN: 4001190383221
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $71.00

Meet Erwin, the Little Patient. “Kidneys really look like beans!” Kids discover the world by seeing and touching. Sigikid’s best-selling little patient dolls
come with a hospital gown, an instruction manual and a zippable torso containing all vital organs made out of plush. These can be removed and re-attached
with the help of colour-coded velcro. An unmatched teaching toy, Erwin helps reduce anxiety around invisible body parts and hospital visits, cater hours of
engrossed surgery-play and might even help plant the seed for a medical career.

 Rosi The Little Patient Plush
by SIGIKID

ISBN: 4001190383238
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $71.00

Meet Rosi, the Little Patient. “Kidneys really look like beans!” Kids discover the world by seeing and touching. Sigikid’s best-selling little patient dolls
come with a hospital gown, an instruction manual and a zippable torso containing all vital organs made out of plush. These can be removed and re-attached
with the help of colour-coded velcro. An unmatched teaching toy, Rosi helps reduce anxiety around invisible body parts and hospital visits, cater hours of
engrossed surgery-play and might even help plant the seed for a medical career.

 Snow Snow Game
by DJECO

ISBN: 3070900084926
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $40.00

A gorgeous co-op game that challenges players to help four snowmen across a melting river. Rolling a die, move each snowman piece by piece across the
ice, but watch out! If you roll a sun, one ice piece melts away. Beautiful 3D snowmen and a fun theme make this a great game to teach children to take turns
and make choices while winning or losing together!2-5 players. Ages 3 and up.
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 Zombie Kidz Evolution

by SCORPION MASQUE

ISBN: 807658000792
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $30.00

Zombie Kidz Evolution is the first "legacy"-style game for kids, with basic gameplay similar to the 2013 title Zombie Kidz — but things will quickly
evolve!In the game, the young players are at school when zombies start to attack, infiltrating the entryways, then barring the way to classrooms. Players
move through rooms and entryways to eliminate zombies and keep the zombie reserve full. If a zombie must enter the school but none are available, then the
school has been overrun and the players lose. To win the game, players need to lock each of the four entryways as apparently the custodian has abandoned
the post and given up the school for lost.As players get better, they can complete missions, track their development through a trophy-sticker system
reminiscent of video games, and open envelopes that contain new material for the game, upping the challenge they face while also providing them with new
powers and new heroes as well.2-4 players. Ages 7 and up.
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